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By J Q Coyle

St. Martin s Griffin, 2016. Hardback. Condition: New. Language: English . Brand New Book. The
clever, fast-moving plot features a strong, appealing heroine, Sylvia Plath s poetry, romance,
betrayal, and heart-stopping suspense. - Kirkus Reviews This ambitious sci-fi novel, filled with
multiverses and what-ifs. contains complex world building that would appeal to fans of TV s Orphan
Black. - Booklist Almost fifteen, Alicia is smart and funny with a deep connection to the poet Sylvia
Plath, but she s ultimately failing at life. With a laundry list of diagnoses, she hallucinates different
worlds--strange, decaying, otherworldly yet undeniably real worlds that are completely unlike her
own with her single mom and one true friend. In one particularly vivid hallucination, Alicia is drawn
to a boy her own age named Jax who s trapped in a dying universe. Days later, her long-lost father
shows up at her birthday party, telling her that the hallucinations aren t hallucinations, but real
worlds; she and Jax are bound by a strange past and intertwining present. This leads her on a
journey to find out who she is while trying to save the people and worlds she loves. J.Q. Coyle s The
Infinity of You Me...
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Reviews
This sort of ebook is everything and made me hunting ahead of time and more. I am quite late in start reading this one, but better then never. I found out
this publication from my dad and i suggested this publication to discover.
-- Judg e Mills
Great electronic book and helpful one. Of course, it is play, still an interesting and amazing literature. I am just delighted to inform you that here is the
finest ebook i have got go through in my own daily life and might be he finest pdf for actually.
-- Lor a Johns III
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